Technology That Enhances Lives
The Star CES 2019 Trend Report

Exploring the world’s largest Consumer
Electronics Show
Welcome to the Star CES 2019 Trend Report.
CES, held in Las Vegas each January, is now its 50th year. Celebrated as the biggest tech show in
the world, this year it drew 182,000 visitors, featured 1,000 speakers, and filled its halls with
4,500 exhibiting companies.
In this report we break down the trends by selected sectors, let you know what’s
important and why, and introduce opinion from Star experts.
We don’t cover every technology from every company. We do cover the tech that makes a
difference, improves experiences, and enhances lives.
We hope the following pages will serve to inform and inspire. They are designed to help you
better understand the technology trends of 2019, and what they hold for the future.
Enjoy!
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Health & Wellness
A tangible example of how technology can be used as a
driver for positive change, the Health & Wellness section of
CES 2019 illustrated the diversity of this phenomenon
perfectly.
Healthtech is expanding across a variety of solutions that
are changing and improving the quality of our daily lives from fitness, diagnostics, treatment, and enhancement.
With time, the Health & Wellness industry will become
deeply embedded in our daily routines, especially as these
technologies become more automated, connected, and
personalized across the care ecosystem.
Image: My Skin Track pH by L’Oreal recommends which product
to use, based on your specific skin pH levels.
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Health & Wellness
Key Themes

Personalized Regimen
Personalised user experiences
that create new business value.

Data-Enhanced Devices
Gathering more data and analysis
on every aspect of our lives.

At Home Healthcare
Enabling professionals to promote
independent living whilst
maintaining essential care.

DIY Healthcare
Improving our independent
health and wellness skills.
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Health & Wellness

Data-Enhanced Devices

Aura Smart Watch Strap
uses bioimpedance to
measure body composition,
track hydration levels and
evaluate the risk of heart
failure.
Aura Devices

What we saw
Health & wellness devices increasingly offer a wider range of tracking
functionality via discrete wearables, fitness equipment, and smart home
devices.

Why this matters
With a thriving awareness around the importance of health, today we are
more demanding of data. We now need it to help inform us about our
daily routine and how we might improve our lives.

Move ECG with
electrocardiogram monitor,
a first for a hybrid
smartwatch.
Withings

There is an ever expanding ecosystem of devices and dashboards. With
the depth of data available, people require more guidance and expertise
for new solutions to resonate and gain traction. As a result, many brands
offer subscription services based on the data they collect.

Consider this…
“Wearables are evolving. From simply providing information to users, they
now connect with caregivers and integrate with medical information
systems. This adds considerable complexity and cost to device makers,
but opens up new opportunities for proactive health interventions and
remote diagnostics.”
Jon Snydal, Design Director, Star

Chronolife Vest measures
six key physiological stats in
real time, providing data to
users and healthcare
professionals.
Chronolife

Smart kettle bell &
fitness class subscription
to help you get the best
from your equipment.
JAXJOX
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Health & Wellness

DIY Healthcare
The Foetus Camera enables
expectant mothers to record
their baby’s first smile.
Marvoto Technology (HK) Ltd.

What we saw
From accurate at-home eye tests to sleep training, technology is selfenabling health and wellbeing. Such devices allow self-care and
improvement without immediately relying on professional services.

Why this matters
With the stress and strain on global health services, combined with directto-consumer medical wear (think Warby Parker), the next step is to
enhance how self-diagnosis and education places control back in the
hands of people at home. Specialized expertise will still be required, but
people will utilize more ‘technology with purpose’.

EyeQue VisionCheck is a
low-cost, accurate way to test
your vision & order eyeglasses
online.
EyeQue Corporation

Consider this…
“Independence still means staying connected. Users will require select
monitoring and guidance from a coach, doctor and/or a friend or family
member. As the lines blur between healthcare and fitness, end users will
demand more data interoperability across systems - from gyms to clinics,
and home to hospital.”
Perry Simpson, Executive Director, Star
URGOnight, the brain
training solution for a better
sleep.
URGOTECH

QTrobot makes autism
training accessible and
affordable by mass
replication of standard
trainings.
LuxAI
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Health & Wellness

At Home Healthcare

Ellcie Healthy Smart
Glasses prevent drowsiness
at the wheel, and offer fall
detection and activity
tracking.
Ellcie Healthy

What we saw
Many multi-functional companions and monitoring devices were launched
this year. They ensure that crucial medical routines are monitored, status
and data is shared with professionals, accidents are prevented, and quality
of life is improved.

Why this matters
With population increase comes added stress on medical infrastructure.
Technology-enabled, independent living is a key strategy to ensure that
everyone receives the medical attention they deserve.

Bot Care is a personal
health care assistant that
can manage stress through
music.
Samsung

Striking a balance between caregiving and independent living is not
easy. As the global population ages, social isolation becomes a real
threat. It is critical that technology provides connected companionship
alongside essential medical monitoring.

Consider this…
“Robotics can further reduce the cost and physical demands of hospital
care by handling many manual routines, such as the logistics of locating
supplies, which consumes up to 30% of a nurse’s time. The time saved
would allow nurses to do what they do best - and give what patients
appreciate most - bedside care.”
Perry Simpson, Executive Director, Star

Pria is a voice-activated companion
that manages medication and shares
status updates with medical
professionals.
Black & Decker

BPM Core: allows people to
very accurately monitor three
elements of cardiovascular
health and share data with
cardiologists to make early
detection possible.
Withings
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Health & Wellness

Personalized Regimen
SK-II Future X Smart
Store offers a retail skin
care diagnostic experience
P&G

What we saw
Beauty is one of the few luxury categories retaining flourishing demand.
Engaging people in personalized regimen was a significant focus for many
consumer goods companies.

Why this matters
Commoditized industries, like consumer packaged goods, are moving from
a physical to ‘phy-gital’ (physical + digital) approach. They offer
experiences that extend their brand presence beyond simple product
usage.

Opté Precision Skincare System: a
new precision skin care system from
Olay that detects and corrects
imperfections with a unique product
printing system…
of Olay product of course!
P&G

Data and Machine Learning are used to provide services that add new
business value by recommending a set of curated products based on our
changing personal profiles, engaging us with best practice along the way.

Consider this…
“The growth of personalized beauty products and solutions is just the tip
of the iceberg. Advancements in ML and life sciences have put us on the
cusp of a medical revolution. Doctors and pharma have the ability to
customize treatment plans, and give us tools to radically change our
bodies and enhance our health. Controversial and socially disruptive, this
genie is out of the bottle!”
Perry Simpson, Executive Director, Star

My Skin Track pH
recommends which product
to use, based on your skin
pH levels.
L’Oreal

Lumini A.I. Skincare
Assistant uses imaging
technology and big data to
recommend a better
lifestyle.
Lululab
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Automotive & Mobility
The future of mobility is racing towards Autonomy and
Electrification. Automotive manufacturers and technology
companies have spent billions of dollars and accumulated
millions of miles developing self-driving technologies. CES
2019 showed that the technology is becoming evermore
sophisticated, accurate and efficient.
To accelerate the process, it’s all about increasing the focus
to include infrastructures, holistic connectivity (VX2), and
new services that will completely transform the experience
of mobility.
Emerging needs and scenarios are revealing new
possibilities and opportunities ahead. It’s an exciting time
to reinvent the wheel.

Image: Mercedes-BenzVision Urbanetic Concept meets the need
to transport people and goods improving the urban quality of life.
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Automotive & Mobility
Key Themes

TransforMobility
With new technological
possibilities come new user
needs and expectations.

Technology That Knows You
The interaction with cars is becoming
more a relationship that is focused on
personal preferences.

Increased Screen Time
Multiple in-car screens provide
an engaging experience
beyond driving needs.
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Automotive & Mobility

TransforMobility
What we saw
Autonomy and electrification will forever change the way we see and use a
vehicle - what we can do inside it, our role during travel, and even the
reasons we have to travel.
It’s not going to happen over night, but CES 2019 demonstrated likely
futures with modular and flexible interiors of pods on wheels, in-car ecommerce platforms, and flying taxis.

Bell Nexus is a hybrid-electric flying car
using six tilting ducted fans to take off and
land vertically from a rooftop or
launchpad. The flying taxi will be available
in 2020 from Uber.
Bell

Why this matters
This is not only a technology revolution. It’s a complete shift in consumer
behavior.
People’s expectations around mobility are changing fast, and evolving with
the idea of a personal, engaging and omnipresent service. Changing needs
will generate new services and features, and technology’s rapid evolution
supports experiences beyond the simple need to get from A to B.

Honda Dream Drive allows
drivers and passengers to
purchase things like food and fuel
directly from their in-car
dashboard display. Honda is
partnering with Visa, MasterCard,
and PayPal to make that possible.
Honda

Consider this…
“To future proof their position, it’s critical that OEMS focus on
monetization of data and capitalize on the fact that they have the unique
benefit of complete control of access to the sensor data in vehicles.”
Alexey Koval, Head of Service Delivery, Star

Bosch Shuttle is a package of hardware,
software, and mobility services. The concept
shape maximizes interior space, and its large
side windows connect passengers with the
outside world.
Bosch
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Automotive & Mobility

Increased Screen Time
What we saw
In-vehicle multiple screens, located in different and new locations, offer a
completely different experience when traveling. From easy access to
information, controls and features, to increased engagement and
entertainment for passengers.
We have seen screens appearing everywhere at CES 2019, not only in
cars, with AR and VR supporting new interfaces and interactions, and
with cameras looking to replace mirrors once and for all.
BYTON features a screen in the
middle of the steering wheel to
compliment its screen offer on the
dashboard.
Byton

Why this matters
The interior of the car is going through a completely new phase of digital
evolution.
Digital products are not only replacing analog products, they are creating
completely new offerings and experiences. Technology can now help deliver a
higher level of safety, more encompassing entertainment, and greater access
to information. That will reach unprecedented speeds once 5G becomes
widely available.

Consider this…
“As we move to autonomous vehicles, the focus should be on providing
unique and personalized experiences versus purely more functions,
features, and screens.”

BMW Vision iNEXT concept
has a mixed reality
dashboard that aims to
entertain passengers while
the car drives itself.
BMW

Megan Fales, Global Automotive Managing Director, Star
“Multi-screen has become a digital reality - not only for automotive. A
consistent and context-aware user experience, regardless of vehicle model
and number of HMI touchpoints, is key.”
Manuel Gattinger, Design Director, Star

NISSAN’S Invisible-toVisible in-car display uses
AR to deliver information in a
more realistic way.
Nissan
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Automotive & Mobility

Technology That Knows You
What we saw
The era of humans having one-way interaction with vehicles is rapidly
coming to an end.
CES 2019 has shown cars that can now interact, that can read our mood,
be unlocked with unique biometric information, talk to us, and adapt their
environment according to a person’s situations and needs.
Vehicles, like never before, are creating a personalized bond with their
users.

Why this matters
When interaction moves into a form of relationship or partnership, there is
the need to set up roles and responsibilities, and to tune in to the
appropriate method and level of communication.

HeartKey technology allows
you to unlock your car with
the unique rhythm of your
heartbeat.
B-Secur
R.E.A.D. A Real-time Emotion
Adaptive Driving System
identifies drivers’ needs and
emotional state of mind.
KIA

In the coming years, we will see a great deal of in-vehicle HMI evolution,
with cars becoming, seemingly, more human, emotional and personal acting and reacting according to their users’ behavior.

Consider this…
“By learning driver behaviour and patterns, uniquely personalised and
automated driver experiences can be delivered. Be clear about the focus
of the experience you would like to create (less driver distraction, comfort
and wellbeing, etc.) and also consider the on-boarding process - which
can take weeks. Make sure it's a transparent process for the user.
Unpredictable things will happen and therefore, it’s good to ‘fail
gracefully.’ Probability does not equal certainty.”
Manuel Gattinger, Design Director, Star

HERE Technology is
experimenting with in-car Alexa to
create a more natural and intuitive
interaction with the car navigation
system.
Here Technologies
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Smart Home
Smart home products were everywhere at CES 2019. While
some seemed like unnecessary gadgets, others are going to
make our homes safer and more efficient, and with it make
our lives simpler and smoother.
We saw a strong focus on the data and machine learning
behind home devices. And, finally, more collaboration
between platforms and brands, allowing users to control the
whole house in a seamless way.
While privacy and security concerns are always at the top of
the list when combining data and digital services,
technology has clearly proven itself to be reliable enough to
open the digital doors of more homes.
Image: Mark II by Mycroft smart assistant promises to not use
personal data
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Smart Home
Key Themes

Human-Like Homes
As the home become smarter,
the way to control them needs
to be more and more human.

Home Comforts
Sensors and personalized solutions help
to visualize and improve the intangible
elements that make us feel at ease.

Secure Places To Live
Technology is expected to be,
and indeed has to be, secure
enough to keep us and our
homes, safe.
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Smart Home

Human-Like Homes

Wear OS by Google now
lets you control your
connected Whirlpool oven,
washing machine and tumble
dryer with your phone or
smartwatch.
Google

What we saw
With digital assistants inside every device, your whole house is connected.
For many this is a dream - if the way to control everything is centralized
and easy to interact with.
Amazon and Google have already shown what their assistants can do with
visual support (Echo Show and Home Hub). At CES 2019 we saw new
products mixing more human interactions (like voice recognition) with the
interfaces we are most familiar with (i.e. screens). Smart homes are now
becoming accessible to everyone, from everywhere.

Why this matters

Temi robot have Amazonpowered virtual assistant skills and
it can navigate autonomously in
the house.
Roboteam

Our homes are integrating more and more technology in a small space.
Not only are ‘classic home products’ becoming smart - but a completely
new category of products are finding a home in our rooms.
From a user’s perspective, it is important to think about how to connect,
control and interact with the different devices as if they are one. Open
platforms, integrated technology, and centralized control make it easier to
manage the high expectations of users and meet improving/changing
standards of living.

Consider this…
“IoT solutions should become more narrowed and specialized, in order to
bring specific product value or solve concrete practical problems.“
Sergiy Uskov, Head of Delivery Center, Star
“We need to take a holistic approach when it comes to connectivity.
Solutions need to be open enough to give choice to all types of families,
and giving people a sense of surprise, satisfaction, and a reason to fall in
love with the technology.”
Loreena Bao, Executive Director, Star

Lenovo introduced three new smart
screens: an alarm clock and two
tablets with a Smart Dock featuring
speakers and microphones with farfield voice detection and integrated
Alexa.
Lenovo

Moen's showers can be controlled with
Google Assistant, Alexa, and Siri. Turn
water on and off and set temperature
preferences, simply by speaking the
command.
Moen
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Smart Home

Secure Places To Live

Netatmo Smart Video Doorbell puts safety
first with a 60-degree wide angle lens and a
range of detection features to check who is
calling.
Netatmo

What we saw
The debate about the security and safety of digital solutions is very much
the topic of the day, but we have seen a lot of new products at CES 2019
that come into our more private and personal space, each with the
promise that they are secure, transparent, and reliable.
This year we saw a diverse collection of smart locks, smart doorbells and
monitoring cameras, as well as drones. We are curious to see if people are
actually willing to let such products into their homes.

Why this matters
Feeling safe and secure is one of the most basic human needs. Good
design can increase users’ trust in technology and products, and the right
user experience can play an important role in speeding up technology
adoption.

Consider this…
“Design and engineering should work as closely as possible to create
balanced solutions. Different stakeholders should be involved in creating
real user benefits that serve the bigger picture.”

Sunflower Labs’ Smart Lights
are equipped with motion and
vibration sensors. If suspicious
activities are detected, they send
a drone to check and keep your
home safe.
Sunflower Labs

Loreena Bao, Executive Director, Star
“Consider moving from cloud to peripheral computing, so that a sufficient
part of sensitive data is kept within local security parameters controlled by
the user. Standardize key protocols and security requirements on a
hardware level. Take advantage of embedded Machine Learning
algorithms”
Sergiy Uskov, Head of Delivery Center, Star

Mark II by Mycroft is a smart
assistant that never collects or
stores personal data, not even
anonymously.
Mycroft
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Smart Home

Home Comforts
What we saw
Feeling at home means feeling comfortable. New devices at CES have
shown how technology can help us to better visualize the invisible and
intangible things that make a home the ‘perfect home.’
This year saw an increase in air monitoring devices, thermostats with new
features, devices to improve sleep quality, and lighting and audio systems
to create ambiance for either work or relaxing.

Samsung LM302S lighting
platform monitors sleep quality
and circadian rhythm, and
provides personal
recommendations.
Samsung

Why this matters
When almost infinite settings and controls are possible in the smart home,
it becomes difficult to define what is or feels ‘right’.
Learning from users in their daily life routine makes it possible to simplify,
improve and personalize an experience. Technology can help us identify
and collect the right data and contextualize it to communicate the most
meaningful and valuable information.
Machine Learning can help identify and analyze the correct data (personal,
contextual, historical, etc.) to provide meaningful information, personal
recommendations, and frictionless experiences.

Airthings Wave Plus is a smart
Indoor Air Quality monitor with six
sensors. You can visualize results via
App and Dashboard.
Airthings

Consider this…
“Users expect a pleasant experience without mistakes and frustration. The
benefits of allowing a company to collect personal data should be made
clear and desired.”
Loreena Bao, Executive Director, Star

Daikin's touchscreen thermostat works
with AC systems and other Daikin devices to
create the perfect room climate.
Daikin
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Advanced UI
As UI develops at a considerable pace, we are seeing more
advanced versions of familiar user interfaces. But we’re also
seeing more breakthrough attempts to create a natural,
seamless experience that keeps our interactions as human
as possible.
At CES 2019, voice assistants were embedded into every
imaginable type of device, and found in every sector. Big
players like Samsung (Bixby) and Spotify continue to
challenge the dominance of Google and Alexa with their
own open platforms and new partnerships.
That said, the good old screen was not left behind. In fact,
much of the buzz was around the launch of new screen
form factors and their impact on UI.
Image: LG Signature Series OLED TV Rollable enables viewers to
minimise and tailor the screen size to contents.
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Advanced UI
Key Themes

No-Touch Interaction
Hands free, convenient interaction.

Flexible Formats
Multiple ‘form changing’ screen
configurations in a single device.

Audio In
Hearable technology provides new
interfaces and functionality.

Voice Command
Voice assistants have more
human qualities built in.
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Advanced UI

Flexible Formats

FlexPai foldable phone that
can transform from a cell
phone to a tablet (available in
China now!)
Royole

What we saw
After all the hype, this year’s screen innovation went way beyond 8k
resolution. New ‘form changing’ screens have delivered a huge amount of
potential to developers and designers.

Why this matters
Well the question is, does it really matter? Will people pay the inevitable
premium for form changing screens? There needs to be a motivating
benefit for people to engage with new screen configurations, otherwise
people can simply use a tablet or a combination of your TV and
smartphone.
It’s now over to the software developers to create engaging functionality
that drives this new behavior and with it, potentially new segments of
screen-based products.

Consider this…

Modular Micro LED TV system
enables ‘any configuration
imaginable’
Samsung

“Screens will no longer be that rectangle on the wall. Instead, we can
brace ourselves for more activated surfaces in our living and working
spaces.”
Wolfgang Klein, Senior UX Designer, Star
“The UI should embrace and include folded areas and not become just a
two sided phone screen. Particular hardware components (strain gauges)
can detect a zone where the device was bent and adjust a software UI for
an optimal experience, even as the screen rolls around the spine of the
fold… that could make for a very interesting area for complementary
content.”
Mikhail Rakityanskiy, Design Director, Star

Signature Series OLED TV Rollable will be available
this year, enabling viewers to tailor the screen size to
the aspect ratio of their program and even minimize
the screen to an information panel that can display
focussed content.
LG
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Advanced UI

Voice Command

Snow Shine only responds
and connects via sound using
connected apps and services,
like Alexa and Spotify.
BImmPlay Inc with Jay@Play

What we saw
We all like to talk to engage people, and voice UI is no different.
Voice assistance was more prevalent than ever, with integration into
everything across CES 2019.
Interesting developments focussed on how interactions can be more
human and natural; from not asking for added punctuation, to the
ability to translate in real time.

Why this matters
As any technology becomes commoditized, it is crucial to launch better
versions that not only attract new users but that keep existing users loyal.
The big players in voice UI are tackling this with more proactive, human
qualities and sharing open platforms across devices so that users become
familiar with their tone of voice and ‘wake word’ (‘hey XXXX…’), not the
competitors’.

Consider this…
“Progress here is incredible, and we're definitely on the right track of tech
progression. However, we need to think more about blending speech
recognition with super-robust ML, making it able to follow things like
small-talk and random topic changes. It would be great to take this to
another level, bringing my own personal assistant into any device so it’s
always tailored to my preferences.”
Mikhail Rakityanskiy, Design Director, Star

The Google Assistant Connect
makes it easy for manufacturers to
integrate the Google Assistant
without the need to add extra
computing components. More
‘human’ quality improvements will
turn pauses into punctuation and
your voice will be heard even in a
crowded room. Google Interpreter
can now translate 27 languages in
real time.
Google

Amazon's Echo Auto puts Alexa
in any car, for natural language
recognition.
Amazon
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Advanced UI

Audio In
Sony adds Alexa to its noise
cancelling headphones.
Sony

What we saw
Wearable tech has historically leveraged screen-based UI. Now about to
truly integrate voice commands, hearables are going to make a longanticipated breakthrough and bring a whole host of new functionality and
style to the sector.
Many hearable devices were on display, and they came from two camps:
hearing aids and headphone / earphone manufacturers.

Pilot Translating Earpiece
works with up to 15
languages directly in the
user’s earpiece.
Waverly Labs

Why this matters
Once new US legislation is passed in 2020, companies will be able to sell
hearing aids over the counter, rather than as prescribed ‘medical devices’
via a doctor.
This opens up huge opportunities for hearable interfaces accessible to all,
with added functionality that leverages the discrete position on the side of
the head, and at a price point that isn’t as prohibitive as currently
available hearing aids.

Consider this…
“Wireless in-ear headphones could be indistinguishable from hearing aids
in the near future. This will practically eliminate the stigma of impaired
hearing. Devices will not only correct handicaps, but help us exceed
normal human hearing capabilities. It's safe to assume that these devices
will become fully-fledged interaction platforms in their own right, just like
the iPhone did years ago.”
Wolfgang Klein, Senior UX Designer, Star

Starkey Livio AI tracks brain and
body health, with tap control, language
translation, fall detection and advanced
environmental detection.
Starkey Hearing Technologies

Mobius Sports AI Earbuds with Superior
Sport Detection via 6 language real-time
translation, sports pedometer and heart rate
measurement broadcast.
MIGU Co., Ltd. & IFLYTEK Co.,Ltd
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Advanced UI

No-Touch Interaction
Muse 2 gives real time
feedback on brain state
Interaxon Inc.

What we saw
From voice command to hearable technologies, nothing says ease-ofuse quite like tech that simply recognizes you and acts on it.
Considering our desire for more natural interactions, combined with
convenience, CES 2019 showed interesting examples of seamless,
‘sensing’ user interfaces.
These include applications for eye-tracking, brain wave measurement,
and the combination of several UI factors to make the experience more
human, and the technology less visible.

RoomMe recognizes your smart
phone via Bluetooth to automatically
set devices in rooms to your predefined settings.
Intellithings

Why this matters
With more screens infiltrating our lives people are becoming more
sensitive to ‘screen time’ (thank you, Apple) and are conscious of how we
interact with technology and its effect on society.
There is a tension between our desire for technology to provide new
experiences and our desire to maintain our relationships in the real world,
with real people. Less intrusive UI will merge our physical and digital
worlds in a more seamless manner - one that feels less ‘noisy’ and more
natural to us as people.

Consider this…
“I don’t think full automation is something we'll be happy about, as people
like being in control… but if we can inject more personality into our
devices, combined with the right use of ML that can make our lives easier,
we could certainly expect to see our homes have a ‘personality’ that
reflects our daily routine.”
Mikhail Rakityanskiy, Design Director, Star

HTC Vive Pro Eye provides eye
tracking
UI without the need for a hand-held
controller.
HTC
Gerard is a robot who uses all aspects of
AI, from spacial awareness to gesture
recognition, to create a near human like
interface
Cambridge Consultants
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Extending
Realities
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Extending Realities
AR/MR/VR may have big futures ahead of them, but at CES
2019 they remained post-hype but pre-usefulness in terms
of the number of mainstream applications.
However, hardware developers are continuing to improve
their devices and make them ready for great content.
Smart glasses are now (almost) passable as fashion
accessories and have been right-sized in terms of physical
and digital capabilities - differentiating them from bulky VR
headsets and to make their way onto people’s must-have
lists.
It was heartening to see a continued effort in extended
reality innovation applied to healthcare. There are clearly
many benefits found in this technology when it meets a
motivating user need. Other sectors could perhaps learn
lessons here on how to truly improve people’s lives.
Image: Nreal light ready-to-wear mixed reality glasses by Nreal
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Extending Realities
Key Themes

Improving Reality
Using extended reality technology is
enabling advanced healthcare.

Seeing Reality
A new generation of smart
glasses are ready and rightsized.

Embedded Reality
AR embedded into products to
overlay content on our everyday.
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Extending Realities

Seeing Reality

North Focals connect to
your phone by bluetooth and
you control the image via a
ring / joystick making these
the sleekest of glasses.
North

What we saw
Literally, we ‘saw’ this tech everywhere. Smart glasses that actually
looked (pretty much) like everyday glasses. They covered a spectrum of
how much content they could actually deliver, and the sleeker and more
stylish they are, the less CPU power they can house.

Why this matters
If you look good, you feel good. So it’s interesting that we’re seeing
almost a downgrading of Mixed Reality content in order to deliver
aesthetics that start to become more desirable fashion accessories.

Vuzix Blade works as an
AR phone accessory
allowing you to take pics,
control music and view
notifications.
Vuzix

Although, at its extreme, it feels like this is the equivalent of simply
receiving SMS on your phone, rather than picture or video messages, it
may be the catalyst that the smart glasses sector needs to gain traction.
Particularly as you can always increase capabilities by having a
‘headphone-like-wire’ running to a smartphone/processor. Again,
borrowing from old user habits might not be a bad thing here.

Consider this…
“We talk a lot about the importance of minimalism as a universal goal in
design. When it comes to designing AR glasses content for everyday
use, hyper-minimalism should be the goal. We should question every pixel
that we put into the user’s field of view and ask if it truly provides enough
value to interrupt their visual experience.”
Jon Snydal, Design Director, Star

DigiLens Crystal are frameless
and CPU-less smart glasses that
weigh less than 3 ounces. They
tether to your smartphone via
USB-C with a headphone-like wire
Digilens

Nreal Light MR Glasses use a display
solution that requires fewer cameras and
sensors than its peers and the processor is
connected by a wire to keep size and weight
low (approx. 3 oz).
Nreal
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Extending Realities

Improving Reality
What we saw
We were delighted to see award-winning applications of extended reality
that focussed on enhanced healthcare. It’s great to see how these
augmentations are improving the lives of people in ‘actual’ reality.

Why this matters
It’s no secret that mainstream adoption of AR/MR/VR is struggling.
Without motivating benefits that make our lives easier, that may remain
the case.
Clearly there are many applications of these Extended Reality technologies
that are crucial to many sectors, such as healthcare. They are moving
healthcare into previously uncharted territory.

Surglasses Caduceus system allows
surgeons to maintain precision without looking
away from patients to view a screen.
Taiwan Main Orthopedic Biotechnology Co.,Ltd

Healium is a virtual reality
meditation experience in which your
brainwaves and heartbeat control an
interactive environment.
StoryUP

Consider this…
“We believe that a user-centric approach, based on co-creation
methodology, is the most effective way to apply technology to specialized
industries. It is crucial that experts are central to the design and build of
all aspects of the product, especially the UX and UI.”
Kim Sorensen, Head of Design, Star

Telehealth-VR platform allows
remote monitoring and VR capabilities
for physicians and family members
acting as caregivers.
VR Health

HypnoVR launched a software solution
that uses VR to perform anesthesia
under hypnosis in order to decrease
patients’ stress and anxiety.
HypnoVR
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Extending Realities

Embedded Reality

Whirlpool Connect AR Smart Oven provides
content on the 27inch transparent LCD screen / oven
door to guide you through tailored recipe suggestions
and kitchen living.
W Labs, Whirlpool's innovation incubator

What we saw
Manufacturers embedding AR technology into devices to overlay
interactive content and services onto our everyday activities via
transparent screens or mirrors.

Why this matters
As devices become smarter and collect data about our lives, it’s easier to
identify new services that will truly enhance our day-to-day actions.
However, it’s important that screens don’t distract from the desired
functionality of a product (i.e. an oven is for cooking food, not
entertainment). Overlaying information should make that functionality
better, and personalize the experience. It could even improve how people
perform a task.

Consider this…

Wella Professionals Smart
Mirror allows salon customers to
‘try on’ different hair colours live.
Coty & Care OS

“Before designing AR experiences, it’s important to consider whether it is
a “true use” of the medium, or just gratuitous. Is the given content useful
when provided through AR, or would it be better served by a regular
screen? Trying different colored lipsticks on your virtual face is a true use,
but reading large chunks of text and composing messages is not.”
Kim Sorensen, Head of Design, Star

Capstone Smart Mirror powered by Google
assistant letting you assess traffic, check the weather,
stream YouTube, whilst you get ready for the real
world.
Capstone
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Connectivity Evolution
Connectivity. It’s what almost everything presented at CES
2019 counted on. Many innovative solutions take for
granted the level of data transmission and security that is
yet to arrive.
5G was the most expected announcement at CES 2019,
and it was certainly present. But the reality is that it will
take time to understand its penetration. There is likely to
be good coverage in major cities, but significant blackspots
elsewhere. To really judge 5G, we’ll need to see it in action.
While we wait for 5G to enable the likes of autonomous
driving and AR/VR content streaming, we can think about
applications that can benefit in the short term. Particularly
with regards to security, reliability and user experience.
Image: Continental broad portfolio for smart cities includes City
Fleet Management, Autonomous Shuttle (CUbE), Intelligent
Street Lamp and Intelligent Wearables.

On the right: Q System One , by IBM
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Connectivity Evolution
Key Themes

5G Made Applicable
5G is becoming a reality, but
only the right applications will
unlock its potential.

Internet of Secure Things
The volume of data and things
connected is increasing rapidly. New
standards to guarantee security are
required.

A Wireless & Contactless Life
Wireless and contactless technologies create
new types of interactions, behaviors and
expectations.
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5G Made Applicable
D-Link was ready with its
new 5G home router.
D-Link

What we saw
The majority of today’s popular services rely heavily on cloud
computing. 5G will bring data closer to the user and stream it more
directly with edge computing. This will be especially beneficial for IoT,
connected cars, and music/video/game streaming services.
Even with ‘real’ 5G products presented at CES 2019, it will take years to
see its full potential. We see a call to action from the big tech/
communication companies like Intel, Qualcomm and Verizon, to
collaborate and accelerate designing products and services for this new
technology.

Verizon CEO Hans Vestberg
announced a $1 million seed fund
to develop 5G applications.
Verizon

Why this matters
Internet streaming services are set to grow by 25% this year. Increased
internet speeds help promote the adoption of streaming, providing
consumers with more options and a personalized experience. Valuable
data on the popularity of individual offerings is now attainable.
Technologies limited by processing power (i.e. AR/VR) will start to
demonstrate their value and benefits. 5G will open the door to real-time
feedback.

Consider this…
“Application designers will need to think about how they design applications
that can work successfully in 5G-enabled and non-5G enabled environments.”
Sam Hunt, Solutions Strategist, Star
“Because 5G will enable manufacturers to bring machine learning from the
cloud into devices, it will help deal with sensitive data that users may not
want to share.”
Galina Ryzhenko, Head of Product Management, Star

T&T is creating a 5G hospital. The
new technology is expected to speed up
network communications and reduce
latency at a Chicago medical center.
T&T
Verizon has announced collaborations with Walt
Disney to 'transform' entertainment with 5G. It is
also collaborating with all the tech giants like
Samsung and LG.
Verizon
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Internet of Secure Things
Intel Snowridge for 5G can prioritize which
data to transmit to different applications,
maintaining the fastest speed for the most
important use.
Intel

What we saw
Smart devices produce enormous amount of personalized data that travels
through multiple physical layers, logical layers, and protocols. Besides the
risk of been stolen or misused, there is no clarity on who actually owns
users’ data.
At CES 2019 we saw many brands using connectivity to protect what
matters most - people’s lives and their privacy.

Why this matters

EyecloudCam was awarded the 2019 CES
Innovation Award Honoree because it offers AIon-device, powered by rechargeable batteries,
and with encrypted local storage.
Eyecloud

The increased level of data generated translates into a headache for both
consumers and regulators regarding usage, storage, ownership, and
security aspects.
The amount of data generated by consumers will increase with the growth
of ultra-high-speed broadband. A stronger electronic footprint means
more data-driven business models become feasible. Now’s the time to
discuss how we manage those issues.

Consider this…
“As a society, we need to become far more literate about cyber threats.
This is a key area where progression in public policy is needed.”
Sam Hunt, Solutions Strategist, Star
“The rate of creation and adoption of data-driven devices would benefit
from a global adoption of best practices and principles that address usage,
storage, ownership, and security aspects of the generated data. Looking
beyond GDPR, such standards simply do not exist and the industry needs
to take steps to address such matters.”
Nicholas Clark, Head Of Data Science, Star

Qualcomm’s new C-V2X driver
warning system uses existing cellular
networks to allow cars to communicate
with each other and other objects. The
information is then communicated to
drivers to help them avoid collisions.
Qualcomm

Continental has unveiled its broad portfolio
for smart cities including City Fleet
Management, Autonomous Shuttle (CUbE),
Intelligent Street Lamp and Intelligent
Wearables. The new solutions aim to make
smart cities safer in the future.
Continental
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A Wireless & Contactless Life

Motiv added biometric security to
its fitness ring wearable, and will
add contactless payment later this
year.
Motiv

What we saw
Another big trend at CES 2019 was wireless and contactless products. In
the future, it will be possible to charge electric vehicles this way.
Contactless payment solutions are embedded in more and different
devices (from watches to rings to cars), and controlled by security
systems that use biometric identification to make the experience seamless
and smooth.

Why this matters
Contactless technologies across different areas have opened the door to a
new form of user interface.
Digital and physical are mixing again, and different senses are involved
(touch, sound, audio) to create a seamless, fluid experience.
Contactless solutions means less hassle around security checks and
payment solutions, but also it’s easier to track location and movement,
raising questions around data privacy.

WattUp’s new transmitter-andreceiver technology for distance
over-the-air charging allow users to
charge multiple devices in their
home without any contact or action
needed.
WattUp

Consider this…
“Contactless biometrics would make access to various services ridiculously
easy, turning a user’s body into a ‘password’ or ‘key’ - thus making the
experience truly frictionless. If you are working on any kind of wearable,
consider adding payments - soon it will become a must-have feature.
And what if we could eliminate the need for a chip? As people become
comfortable using voice assistants like Alexa and Siri, we can soon see
users paying securely with just their voice.”
Galina Ryzhenko, Head of Product Management, Star

Hyundai and KIA aim to make
wireless electric vehicle charging
and autonomous parking a reality by
2025.
Hyundai and KIA
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Machine learning and data were omnipresent topics of the
show, and often referred to as the misunderstood term AI.
Above obvious applications in voice assistants, smart TVs,
autonomous cars, etc., new applications of ML are springing
up that make our lives better, more personalized, and even
result in abilities that we could only dream of with our
human capabilities.
With all the challenges on data protection and ownership,
CES 2019 promoted the benefits of ML by illustrating how it
can enhance our world, rather than be a threat to it. ML will
continue to permeate all aspects of our lives.
Image: Q System One,world’s first standalone quantum
computer by IBM
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Powered By Data
Key Themes

Me, Machine & I
Using ML to personalise experiences.

Learning To Make
Things Better
Applications of machine
learning that are making
people’s daily lives more
manageable.

Unlimited Partnership
Potential
Machine Learning
that breaks new ground.
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Learning To Make Things Better

Flo Women’s Health App uses
Data Science and ML to deliver
personalized content and services,
including accurate cycle predictions.
Flo Health Inc.

What we saw
The predictive power of machine learning was applied to making people’s
everyday lives better. It can help improve our decision making on subjects
that dramatically effect our daily wellbeing - from managing diabetes, to
predicting incontinence, to training people to quit smoking cigarettes.

Why this matters
Many of the companies at CES 2019, have signed up to the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals in order to come together and develop a
brighter future for the next generation.
We believe that many of the world’s problems, like obesity, chronic health
issues, food scarcity, and how we manage as an ageing population, can
benefit from the power of machine learning. Using technology to improve
lives is key to how we navigate change.

Consider this…

DFree is a first wearable device to
predict when seniors and people
with disability who suffer from loss
of bladder control need to go to the
toilet.
Triple W

“Healthcare is about to enter a fundamental data-driven transformation,
with IT systems enabling personalized medicine. The price of genomic
sequencing is falling faster than the price of computing, leading to a much
improved characterization of how 'cells work’. This will facilitate the preemption and treatment of genomic diseases such as cancer. But there are
some strong cultural barriers that will need to be overcome.”
Nicholas Clark, Head Of Data Science, Star
Sugar IQ companion app is an early warning
prediction if a diabetic person will have low
glucose within an upcoming 1- to 4-hour window.
BM & Medtronic
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Me, Machine & I

Kaizin, the world’s first AI hearing assistant, offers
personalised hearing healthcare based on a wearer’s
listening behaviour, habits, and environments to
predict their preferences. It will even adjust volume
depending on the surrounding noise.
Oticon KAIZN™

What we saw
As people collect and share more data, one of the classic applications of
ML is to personalize products or services to people’s preferences. More
and more business models are being disrupted by the ability to bolt on
such services and create new revenue streams.

Why this matters
The megatrend for personalization has been with us for a while, especially
in premium sectors where service and experience are paramount. We are
currently in an era of hyper-personalization thanks to machine learning.
A personalized service is something that many people are happy to pay a
premium for, but there are also clear concerns. If we share data with a
business (or they collect it on our behalf) we fully expect them to use it for
‘our’ benefit only.

Consider this…

Harman focussed on the use of A.I.
to connect the in car system with
the rest of our lives, using our
smartphone and facial recognition.
Harman

“Be transparent and proactive in sharing the ways you use people’s data,
to avoid privacy concerns. Show immediate value, but also give users
control and allow them to override data usage decisions easily.”
Galina Ryzhenko, Head of Product Management, Star
“The promise of chatbots to connect and engage, personally and at scale,
has been much hyped over the last 3 years. However, poor UI design has
lead to a lot of bad bot conversations. We expect 2019 to be the year
where personal bot services mature.”
Sam Hunt, Solutions Strategist, Star

Bowflex Max platform is a personal trainer that
creates personalised fitness programmes using
workout data and predictive analytics.
Nautilus Inc.
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Unlimited Partnership Potential
What we saw
As much as there is hype and concern about the application and privacy of
data, machine learning is a clear compliment to our human ability for
data-driven decision making. It helps us take on tasks that we could
formerly only dream of. New partnerships between man and machine, not
to mention cheaper and more powerful computing power, have created a
consensus that the combination of data and machine learning can benefit
almost all business models.

Q System One. IBM launched
the world’s first standalone
quantum computer that
promises to tackle problems
that are currently seen as too
complex and exponential for
current systems.
IBM

Why this matters
The public understanding of the benefits and application of machine
learning is growing. The more ML is used to enhance our human ability
and work with clear, tangible, intuitive benefits, the more ML will be
adopted and thrive.
There are many applications of ML that breed skepticism, such as an MLenabled toilet launched at CES this year, but use cases like the ones here
very much counteract that concern. Machine learning should be viewed as
a powerful partner, rather than as a threat.

GRAF is a global weather forecasting system
that uses IBM supercomputers previously
untapped crowd-sourced data to more
accurately forecast the weather, with nearly
200% improvement on current systems
(according to IBM).
IBM

Consider this…
“Typically, ML executes lower-value tasks and supports people with
higher-value tasks. So, historically, the roles completed by junior
resources in an organization. We need to be careful to not automate too
much, too quickly, and find ourselves without the ability to train junior
resources.”
Sam Hunt, Solutions Strategist, Star

Deep Ray is a deep learning-based ML platform
that can "see" and "repair" distorted and partially
obscured images in real time, potentially
outperforming the human eye.
Cambridge Consultants
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The Best of The Rest

BEST COLLABORATION: Audi & Disney

MOST UNEXPECTED: Mui

MOST RELAXING: Umay

MOST MAGICAL: Genny

BEST TASTING: Impossible Burger 2.0

BEST WORST PR STUNT: Promobot

Disney and Audi unveiled Holoride, a software company that creates
VR experiences that you play from the backseat of a moving car,
anticipating the changing function of cars - from vehicle to mobile
entertainment centers.

Watergen presented Genny, an Atmospheric Water Generator capable
of generating drinking water from thin air. It aims to help solve the
world’s water quality and scarcity issues.

Mui Lab created this internet-connected block of wood that acts
as a smart home hub connecting with Google Home, Amazon
Echo, Facebook, Twitter and many more via IFTTT, reflecting the
trend of humanizing technology.

The latest version of the burger aimed at weaning the world population
off its meat dependency. It contains no meat, gluten, antibiotics or
hormones. It also has no cholesterol and about half the fat content of
a beef burger, while offering the equivalent iron and protein content.
Oh, and it bleeds just like the real thing!

Umay resets the effects of screen time with Thermal Meditation,
which leaves your eyes feeling happier, and creates a more
restful and clear mind. An antidote for today’s fast paced world.

Autonomous vehicle has collision with bot. Yeah, right!
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And there’s so much more to talk about…

Star is a global design and technology consultancy, headquartered in Silicon Valley.

We find, think, build, design and bring new ideas and products to market with the help of
technology. We work hand-in-hand with both startups and corporate innovators to help
transform their businesses, put their customer’s needs at the center, and win in their chosen
market.
Are you are ready to embrace design-led technology innovation and co-create with
us?
Let’s talk - the conversation is just getting started.
hello@star.global
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